SAFETY FIRST
If you are collecting the equipment for someone else please make sure this sheet is given to the equipment user to read. This sheet should be given to the site supervisor if the equipment is being hired for commercial use so that the information is available to all users. Before starting any job, be sure to spend a few minutes planning and understanding the hazards and risks of the activity and determining how you will control them to prevent injury or damage.

Operating the Cutter
- Position halves of cutter to either side of the sink
- Locate lower half of cutter (with cutter teeth) under the sink with the bolt through the sink plug hole
- Attach other half into sink and locate together with the large spacer washer and nut
- Obtain correct position to cut hole. Using the socket and strong bar tighten nut until hole is cut

Starting procedure
1. Check and recheck correct position of hole to be cut
2. Using the socket and strong bar tighten nut until hole is cut
3. The top half will automatically recess hole
4. Beware – The edge of sink will be sharp when cut

Stopping and After Use
- Remove through bolt nut and disassemble cutter noting position of large spacer washer
- Remove cut away section and reassemble tool in order to protect all parts
- Beware – The edge of sink will be sharp when cut

Required Safety Equipment
- Hand Protection
- Foot Protection

Pre-Start Checks and Safety
- Ensure cutters are not chipped
- Ensure all tools are in the box (incl. socket/extension/strong bar)
- The attachment is heavy
- Ensure socket is properly located onto nut when tightening
- Beware – the cutter has a sharp cutting edge